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Ultrafast Shortest-Path Queries via Transit Nodes

Holger Bast, Stefan Funke, and Domagoj Matijevi
We introdu e the on ept of transit nodes as a means for preproessing a road network su h that point-to-point shortest-path queries an be
answered extremely fast. We assume the road network to be given as a graph,
with oordinates for ea h node and a travel time for ea h edge.
The transit nodes are a set of nodes, as small as possible, with the property
that every non-lo al shortest path passes through at least one of these nodes. A
path is alled non-lo al if its sour e and target are at least a ertain minimal
eu lidean distan e apart. We pre ompute the lengths of the shortest paths
between ea h pair of transit nodes, and between ea h node in the graph and its
few, losest transit nodes. Then every non-lo al shortest path query be omes
a simple matter of ombining information from a few table lookups.
For the US road network, with about 24 million nodes and 29 million
undire ted edges, we a hieve a worst- ase query pro essing time of about 10
mi rose onds (not millise onds) for 99% of all queries, namely the non-lo al
ones. This improves over the best previously reported times by two orders of
magnitude.
Abstra t.

1. Introdu tion

The lassi al way to ompute the shortest path between two given nodes in a
graph with given edge lengths is Dijkstra's algorithm [4℄. The asymptoti running
time of Dijkstra's algorithm is ( + log ), where is the number of nodes,
and is the number of edges [6℄. For graphs with onstant degree, like the road
networks we onsider in this paper, this is ( log ). While it is still an open
question, whether Dijkstra's algorithm is optimal for single-sour e single-target
queries in general graphs, there is an obvious ( + ) lower bound, be ause
every node and every edge has to be looked at in the worst ase. Sublinear query
time hen e requires some form of prepro essing of the graph. For general graphs,
onstant query time an only be a hieved with superlinear spa e requirement; this is
due to a re ent result by Thorup and Zwi k [18℄. Like previous works, we therefore
exploit spe ial properties of road networks, in parti ular, that the nodes have low
degree and that there is a ertain hierar hy of more and more important roads,
su h that further away from sour e and target only the more important roads tend
to be used on shortest paths.
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Transit nodes (red/bold dots) for a part of a ity ( enter, dark) when travelling far (outside the light-gray area).

Figure 1.

Our ben hmark for most of this paper will be an undire ted version of the US
road network, whi h has about 24 million nodes and 29 million edges. On this
network, a good implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm on a single state-of-the-art
PC takes on the order of se onds, on average, for a random query. Note that for a
random query, sour e and target are likely to be far away from ea h other, in whi h
ase Dijkstra's algorithm will settle a large portion of all nodes in the network
before eventually rea hing the target. For most of this paper, edge lengths will be
travel times, so that shortest paths are a tually paths with minimum travel time.
We will ontinue to speak of shortest, however, be ause that is more familiar and to
stress the wider appli ability of our transit node idea. At the end of the paper we
will also present results for unit edge lengths and when the length of an edge is the
distan e along the orresponding road segment, and results for the road network of
Western Europe.
2. Our results

We present a new algorithm, named TRANSIT, whi h an answer non-lo al
shortest path queries extremely fast, by ombining information from a small number
of lookups in a table. On the US road network, we a hieve an average query
pro essing time of around 10 mi rose onds (not millise onds) for 99 % of all queries,
when only the length (travel time) of the shortest path is required. The remaining
1 % of the queries are lo al in the sense that sour e and target are geometri ally
very lose to ea h other. We also provide a simple algorithm for dealing with the
few lo al queries eÆ iently. However, the fo us of this work is on the non-lo al
queries. In fa t, we prefer to view our transit node approa h as a lter : the vast
majority of all queries an be pro essed extremely fast, leaving only a small fra tion
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of lo al queries, whi h an be pro essed by any other method. Note that already
Dijktra's algorithm an pro ess the lo al queries by orders of magnitudes faster
than arbitrary random queries.
Our pro essing times for the non-lo al queries beat the best previously reported
gure of about 1 millise ond, due to Sanders and S hultes [15℄, by two orders of
magnitude. When the full path, with all its edges, is to be output, we a hieve an
average query pro essing time of about 5 millise onds on the US road network. We
remark that all of the previous, more sophisti ated algorithms use some form of
path ompression, whi h does not easily allow them to output the edges along the
shortest path without using extra memory.
The basi idea of TRANSIT is as follows. For a given road network, ompute a
small set of transit nodes with the property that every shortest path that overs a
ertain not too small eu lidean distan e passes through at least one of these transit
nodes. For every node in the given graph, then ompute a set of losest transit
nodes, with the property that every shortest path starting from that node and
passing through a transit node at all (whi h it will if it goes suÆ iently far), will
pass through one of these losest transit nodes. These sets of losest transit nodes
turn out to be very small: about 10 on average for our hoi e of transit nodes on
the US road network. This allows us to pre ompute, for ea h node, the distan es
to ea h of its losest transit nodes. Also, the overall number of transit nodes turns
out to be small enough so that we an easily pre ompute and store the distan es
between all pairs of transit nodes.
A non-lo al shortest path query an then easily be answered as follows. For
a given sour e node sr and target node trg , fet h the pre omputed sets of losest
transit nodes sr and trg , respe tively. For ea h pair of transit nodes sr 2 sr
and trg 2 trg ompute the length of the shortest path passing through these nodes,
whi h is (sr sr ) + ( sr trg ) + ( trg trg ). Note that all three distan es in this
sum have been pre omputed. The minimum of these j sr j  j trg j lengths is the
length of the shortest path.
Given an algorithm for length-only shortest path queries, one an easily ompute the edges along the shortest path using a few length-only shortest path queries
per edge on the shortest path. To see this, assume we have already found a portion
of the shortest path from the sour e to a node . To nd the next edge on the path,
we simply laun h a length-only shortest path query for ea h of the adjan ent nodes
of . Given the length of the portion of the shortest path we already know, its total
length, and the length of the edges adja ent to , it is then easy to tell whi h of
these edges is next on the shortest path. For details and possible improvements,
see Se tion 4.5.
We want to stress that there are natural appli ations, where length-only shortest path queries are good enough, and not all the edges along the path are required.
For example, most ar navigation systems merely have a lo al view of the road network (if any). In that ase it suÆ es to know the next few edges on the shortest
path, and these an be omputed by just a few length-only shortest-path queries,
as des ribed above.
We de ribe TRANSIT in more detail in Se tion 4.
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3. Related Work

We give a qui k survey of work dire tly relevant to the problem of prepro essing
road networks for subsequent fast shortest-path querying.
Gutman in [9℄ proposes a general on ept of edge levels (he alled it rea h,
though). Consider an edge that appears \in the middle" of a shortest path, {
shortest with respe t to travel time { between two nodes that are a ertain distan e
apart { distan e with respe t to some arbitrary other metri , e.g., eu lidean
distan e. Then the level of is the higher, the larger is. Gutman de nes levels
with respe t to eu lidean distan e, but he notes that any metri an be used for
the dis rimination of the \in the middle" property. He presents simple algorithms
whi h ompute upper bounds for the edge levels and instruments those to obtain
more eÆ ient exa t shortest path queries on moderate-size road networks. Due to
the use of the eu lidean metri as lassifying metri , his approa h allows for several
variants of Dijkstra, in parti ular a natural goal-dire ted (unidire tional) version as
well as eÆ ient one-to-many shortest path queries. The { ompared to later work
like [14℄ or [8℄ { less ompetitive running times, both for the prepro essing phase
as well as the queries are mainly due to the la k of an eÆ ient ompression s heme.
The latter is very important for obtaining fast running times sin e in parti ular
the networks indu ed by higher level edges ontain very long hains of degree-two
nodes following whi h is quite expensive. They an be easily skipped by suitable
short ut/path ompression edges, though.
Later Sanders and S hultes have adopted a di erent lassifying metri for their
so- alled Highway-Hierar hies [14℄. In an ordinary Dijkstra omputation from a
sour e sr , say that the th node settled has Dijkstra rank with respe t to sr .
Sanders and S hultes say that the level of an edge ( ) is high if it is on a shortest
path between some sr and trg su h that has high Dijkstra rank with respe t
to sr and has high Dijkstra rank with respe t to trg . They a hieve a drasti
improvement both in prepro essing time as well as in query times, mainly be ause
of the use of the Dijkstra rank as lassifying metri as well as a highly eÆ ient
ompression and pruning s heme in the higher levels of the network. The output of
the algorithm is a path ontaining ompressed edges, though, and un ompressing
those edges does require some additional time and spa e. Their variant is also
inherently bidire tional, so both goal-dire tion as well as one-to-many queries are
not easily added, though later work has tried to address these issues.
Goldberg et al. in [8℄ ombine edge levels with a ompression s heme and they
use lower bounds, based on pre omputed distan es to a few landmarks verti es, to
allow for a more goal-dire ted sear h. They report running times omparable to
those of [14℄. Their spa e onsumption is somewhat higher though, be ause every
node in the network has to store distan es to all landmarks. A non-goal-dire ted
version of their algorithm exhibits onsiderably less storage requirements at the
ost of only slightly higher query time.
More re ently, Sanders and S hultes [15℄ have presented the so far best ombination of prepro essing and query time. They show how to prepro ess the US road
network in 15 minutes, for subsequent query times of, on the average, 1 millise ond.
While we ould not yet ome lose to their extremely fast prepro essing time, our
length-only s heme beats their query time by two orders of magnitude.
Mohring et al. [12, 10℄, based on previous work by Lauther [11℄, explored ar
ags as means to a hieve very fast query times. Intuitively, an ar ag is a sign that
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says whether the respe tive edge is on a shortest path to a parti ular region of the
graph. In an extreme ase, an edge ould have a sign to every node on the shortest
path to whi h it lies. A shortest path query ould then be answered by simply
following the signs to the target without any detour. However, to pre ompute
these perfe t signs requires an all-pairs shortest-path omputation, whi h takes
quadrati time and would be infeasible already for a small portion of the whole US
road network, say the network of California. It is shown in [12, 10℄ and [11℄ how to
ut down on this prepro essing somewhat, by putting up signs to suÆ iently large
regions of the graph. The largest network onsidered in these works has about one
million nodes [12℄. In the initial stages of our work, we experimented with the ar
ag approa h too, and were not able to a hieve query pro essing times ompetitive
with those of [15℄ with a reasonable amount of prepro essing time and extra spa e.
Most re ently, following the rst appearan e of our paper, Sanders and S hultes
have ombined the transit node idea with highway hierar hies [16℄. They report to
have worked independently on similar ideas, but with a ve times larger number of
losest transit nodes ( alled a ess nodes in their work) per node. Note that the
average query time of any s heme based on the transit node idea grows quadrati ally
in the average number of losest transit nodes per node. The idea of pre omputing
all-to-all distan es between a small subset of all nodes was already used in [15℄, to
terminate lo al sear hes when they as ended far enough in the hierar hy. Prompted
by our formulation of the transit node idea and the observation that an average of
about 10 losest transit nodes per node suÆ e for a road network like that of the
US, Sanders and S hultes were able to develop their ideas further to a hieve very
fast pro essing times omparable to those we report in this paper. They a hieve
these pro essing times for both non-lo al and lo al queries. (We would get a similar
result by using the original highway hierar hies as a fallba k for the lo al queries,
but their implementation is more integrated as it uses highway hierar hies both for
the lo al queries and for the omputation of transit nodes.) Their prepro essing
is an order of magnitude faster than what we report in this paper. The pri e is a
more omplex algorithm and implementation, and an in reased spa e onsumption.
More details on the omparison between both approa hes, our simple geometri one
and the one based on highway hierar hies, are given in a joint follow-up paper [1℄.
In retrospe t, the work of [13℄ (whi h later be ame [2℄) an be taken as another
alternative to omputing transit nodes. In a nutshell, they use a hierar hy of
separators to partition a given road network (making use of its almost-planarity).
Their separator nodes ould be taken as transit nodes, in whi h ase lo al queries
would be those with both endpoints in the same omponent. However, just like for
the early attempts of Sanders and S hultes, this approa h gives rise to an inherently
mu h larger number of losest transit nodes (a ess nodes), whi h implies one to
two orders of magnitude larger prepro essing time, spa e onsumption and query
pro essing times.
4. The TRANSIT algorithm
4.1. Intuition. The basi intuition behind our approa h is very simple: imagine you live in a big ity and intend to travel long-distan e by ar. What you will
observe is that irrespe tively of where your nal destination is (as long it is reasonably far away) and where exa tly you live in the ity, there will be few roads
via whi h you will a tually leave the urban area when travelling on a shortest path
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Figure 2.

of the US.

Transit neighborhood of a ell in a 64  64 subdivision

Transit neighborhood of a ell in a 1024  1024 subdivision of the US.

Figure 3.

to your destination. In Figure 1 we have depi ted these roads for the enter part
of a ity. No matter where you start your journey inside the entral region (in
dark) { if your nal destination lies outside the light-grey area and you travel on a
shortest path, you will pass through one of the 14 marked roads (red/bold dots).
This property, that long-distan e trips (where the length is to be seen relative to
the "starting region") pass through few transit nodes, is in fa t to some degree
invariable to s ale. The example in Figure 1 shows the transit nodes for a ell in a
256  256 subdivision of the road network of the US; there are 14 of them. Figures
2 and 3 show transit nodes (or more pre isely transit neighborhoods by whi h we
ompute transit nodes) for ells of a 64  64 and 1024  1024 subdivision of the US
respe tively. They exhibit 17 and 8 transit nodes respe tively.
In essen e our approa h is then to onstru t a (geometri , in our ase) subdivision of the network into ells and determine their transit nodes, su h that the
total number of transit nodes is small enough to allow us to pre ompute and store
all pairwise distan es between transit nodes in ( ) spa e, i.e., in about the same
amount of spa e as used for the original graph itself. Furthermore ea h node stores
distan es to the transit nodes of its resident ell. At query time a simple lookup
yields the exa t distan e between any sour e-target pair provided they are not too
lose to ea h other.
4.2. Computing the Set of Transit Nodes. Consider the smallest en losing square of the set of nodes ( oming with and oordinate ea h), and the
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natural subdivision of this square into a grid of  equal-sized square ells, for
some integer . We de ne a set of transit nodes for ea h ell as follows. Let
inner and outer be the squares onsisting of 5  5 and 9  9 ells, respe tively,
ea h with at their enter. Let C be the set of edges whi h have one endpoint
inside , and one outside, and de ne the set C of what we all rossing nodes by
pi king for ea h edge from C the node with the smaller id. De ne outer and inner
a ordingly1. See the left side of Figure 4 for an illustration. The set of losest
transit nodes for the ell is now a set of nodes C  inner with the property that
for any pair of nodes | one in C , one in outer | there exists a shortest path
from to whi h passes through some node 2 C . Note that we also ould have
demanded that all shortest paths from pass through some node in C , but this
would have potentially in reased the number of transit nodes with the only bene t
of a slightly easier routine for reporting all shortest paths between a pair of nodes
later on.
The overall set of transit nodes is just the union of these sets over all ells. It is
easy to see that if two nodes are at least four grid ells apart in either horizontal or
verti al dire tion, then the shortest path between the two nodes must pass through
one of these transit nodes. By \four grid ells apart" we mean that between the
grid ell ontaining the one node and the grid ell ontaining the other node there
are at least four other grid ells. Also note that if a node is a transit node for some
ell, it is likely to be a transit node for many other ells, ea h of them two ells
away, too.
A naive way to ompute these sets of transit nodes would be as follows. For
ea h ell, ompute all shortest paths between nodes in C and outer , and mark all
nodes in inner that appear on at least one of these shortest paths. Figure 4 will
again help to understand this. Su h a naive omputation is too time- onsuming,
though, for example for a 128  128 grid it required several days on the US network.
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outside. Note that those edges might not ne essarily have endpoints in the ells dire tly adja ent
to the rossing point with Sinner /Soutside .
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As a rst improvement, onsider the following simple sweep-line algorithm,
whi h runs Dijkstra omputations within a radius of only three grid ells, instead
of ve, as in the naive approa h. Consider one verti al line of the grid after the
other, and for ea h su h line do the following. Let be one of the endpoints of
an edge interse ting the line. We run a lo al Dijkstra omputation for ea h su h
as follows: let left be the set of ells two grid units left of and whi h have
verti al distan e of at most 2 grid units to the ell ontaining . De ne right
a ordingly. See Figure 4, right; there we have left = f
g
and right = f 1 2 3 4 5g. We start the lo al Dijkstra at until all nodes
on the boundary of the ells in left and right respe tively are settled; we remember
for all settled nodes the distan e to . This Dijkstra run settles nodes at a distan e
of roughly 3 grid ells. After having performed su h a Dijkstra omputation for all
nodes on the sweep line, we onsider all pairs of boundary nodes ( L R ), where
L is on the boundary of a ell on the left and R is on the boundary of a ell on the
right and the verti al distan e between those ells is at most 4. We iterate over all
potential transit nodes on the sweep line and determine the set of transit nodes
for whi h ( L )+ ( R ) is minimal. With this set of transit nodes we asso iate
the ells orresponding to L and R , respe tively.
It is not hard to see that two su h sweeps, one verti al and one horizontal,
will ompute exa tly the set of transit nodes de ned above (the union of all sets
of losest transit nodes). The omputation is spa e-eÆ ient, be ause at any point
in the sweep, we only need to keep tra k of distan es within a small strip of the
network. The onsideration of all pairs ( L R ) is negligible in terms of running
time. As a further improvement, we rst do the above omputation for some
re nement of the grid for whi h we a tually want to ompute transit nodes { let's
say 128  128 is the grid we are nally aiming for. For some ner grid { say
256  256, we onsider every se ond grid line (those also belonging to the 128  128
grid) and employ the omputation des ribed above to de ide whether the respe tive
boundary nodes are transit nodes in the ner grid. This omputation is heaper
than in the oarser grid sin e the Dijkstra omputations have to rea h only half as
far. Then, when omputing the transit nodes for the oarser 128  128 grid, we
an restri t ourselves to nodes from the sets of transit nodes omputed for the ner
grid and hen e save Dijkstra omputations. This easily generalizes to a sequen e
of re nements of 512  512, 1024  1024, . . . grids where the ner grid essentially
provides a "presele tion" of the nodes that have to be onsidered for being a transit
node in the oarser grid.
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4.3. Computing the Distan e Tables. For ea h node , the distan es to
the losest transit nodes of its ell an be easily omputed and memorized from the
Dijkstra omputations whi h had these transit nodes as sour e. In parti ular, ea h
transit node thus knows the distan e to all its (few) losest transit nodes. From this
we an onstru t a graph with only the transit nodes as nodes, and an edge from
ea h transit node to its losest transit nodes weighted by the respe tive distan e.
A standard all-pairs shortest-path omputation on this auxiliary graph gives us the
distan es between ea h pair of transit nodes. Sin e the number of transit nodes
is small (less than 8 000 for the US road network, using a 128  128 grid), this
takes negligible time. The spa e onsumption of these distan e tables is dis ussed
in Se tions 4.7 and 4.8 below.
v
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4.4. Shortest-path queries (length only). We next des ribe how to ompute the length of the shortest path between a given sour e node sr and a given
target node trg , based on the prepro essing des ribed in the previous two subse tions. We here give a des ription for the s enario where we have pre omputed only a
single level of transit nodes. The extension to a hiera hy of grids is straightforward,
and will be explained in Se tion 4.7.
0. If sr and trg are less than four grid ells (with respe t to the grid used in
the pre omputation) apart, ompute the distan e from sr to trg via an
algorithm suitable for lo al shortest-path queries; a number of possibilities
are des ribed in Se tion 4.6. Otherwise, perform the following steps:
1. Fet h the lists sr and trg of the losest transit nodes for the grid ells
ontaining sr and trg , respe tively. Also fet h the lists of pre omputed
distan es (sr sr ) sr 2 sr and (trg trg ) trg 2 trg .
2. For ea h pair of sr 2 sr and trg 2 trg ompute the sum of the lengths
of the shortest path from sr to sr , from sr to trg , and from trg to
trg , whi h is (sr sr )+ ( sr trg )+ ( trg trg ). Note that we may have
sr = trg , in whi h ase ( sr
trg ) = 0.
3. Compute the length of the shortest path from sr to trg as the minimum
of the j sr j  j trg j distan es omputed in step 2.
The algorithm is easily seen to be orre t. Steps 1-3 will only be exe uted if sour e
and target are more than four grid ells apart. Then, by the de nition of the transit
nodes in Se tion 4.2, the shortest path between sour e and target must pass through
at least one transit node. But then, by the de nition of losest transit nodes, the
shortest path from sr to trg will pass through one of the losest transit nodes of
sr as well as through one of the losest transit nodes of trg . The shortest path will
therefore be among those tried in step 2, and we pi k the shortest of these.
Sin e we have pre omputed the distan es from ea h node to its losest transit
nodes and the distan es between ea h pair of transit nodes, steps 1-3 take time
(j sr j  j trg j). The average number of losest transit nodes of a node is a small
onstant | about 10 for the US road network.
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4.5. Shortest-path queries (with edges). In this subse tion, we des ribe
how we an enhan e the pro edure given in the previous subse tion to also output
the edges along the shortest path from a given sour e node sr to a given target
node trg .
Assume that we have exe uted the pro edure from the previous subse tion, that
is, we already know the length of the shortest path from sr to trg . Assume that
we have already found the part of the shortest path from sr to some (initially,
= sr ). Let ( trg ), whi h we an ompute as (sr trg ) (sr ), be the
length of the part of the path whi h we have not found yet. Then the next node on
the shortest path is that node adja ent to with the property that ( trg ) =
( )+ ( trg ), where ( ) is the length of the edge from to . This node an
therefore be easily identi ed from the nodes adja ent to , if only we an ompute
the distan es ( trg ). But these are just instan es of the problem we solved in
the previous subse tion: given two nodes, ompute the length of the shortest path
between them.
As des ribed so far, the omputation of ( trg ) would resort to the spe ial
algorithm for lo al shortest-path queries when and trg are less than four grid ells
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apart. We an avoid this, if we ompute the shortest path from sr only until four
grid ells away from trg , and, symmetri ally, ompute the shortest path from trg
until four grid ells away from sr . This will give us the full path if sr and trg are
at least eight grid ells apart, and parts of the path if they are more than four grid
ells apart. For the remaining parts, or when sr and trg are no more then four
grid ells apart, we need to run the lo al algorithm.
This simple s heme an be improved in several ways. For example, we ould
store for ea h node, for ea h of its losest transit nodes, the index of the edge to
that losest transit node. We would then obtain the next edge along the shortest
path by a simple table lookup. The pri e would be a fa tor of two in the spa e
onsumption of the pre omputed information.
Another idea would be to store for ea h transit node, the full path to ea h of its
losest transit nodes. Using ompression (edge ids along a shortest path typi ally
do not di er mu h from one edge to the next, so some kind of gap en oding ould
be used), this ould be a hieved with relatively little extra spa e.
In our experiments, we restri ted ourselves to length-only shortest-path queries.
4.6. Dealing with the Lo al Queries. If sour e and target are very lose to
ea h other (less than four grid ells apart in both horizontal and verti al dire tion
for length-only shortest-path queries; less than eight grid ells apart in that way
when omputing the edges along the path), we annot ompute the shortest path
via the transit nodes. This makes sense intuitively: there is hardly any hierar hy
of roads in an area like, for example, downtown Manhattan, and a shortest path
between two lo ations within the same su h area will mostly onsist of (small) roads
of the same kind. In su h a situation, no small set of transit nodes exist.
The good news is that most shortest-path algorithms are mu h faster when
sour e and target are lose to ea h other. In parti ular, Dijkstra's algorithm is
about a thousand times faster for lo al queries, where sour e and target are at
most four grid ells apart, for an 128  128 grid laid over the US road network,
than for arbitrary random queries (most of whi h are long-distan e). However, the
non-lo al queries are roughly a million times faster and the fra tion of lo al queries
is about 1 %, so the average running time over all queries would be spoiled by the
lo al Dijkstra queries.
Instead, we an use any of the re ent sophisti ated algorithms to pro ess the
lo al queries. Highway hierar hies, for example, a hieve running times of a fra tion
of a millise ond for lo al queries, whi h would then only slightly a e t the average
pro essing time over all queries. The drawba k is that we would need the full
implementation of another method, and that this method requires additional spa e
and pre omputation time.
For our experiments in Se tion 5, we used a simple extension of Dijkstra's
algorithm using geometri edge levels and short uts, as outlined in Se tion 3. This
extension uses only six additional bytes per node. An edge = ( ) has level if
lies on a shortest path from to , and both and are at least ( ) far away from
both and in eu lidean distan e along that path. Here ( ) is a monotoni ally
in reasing fun tion. For ea h node , we insert at most two short uts as follows:
onsider the unique level, if any, where lies on a hain of degree-2 nodes (degree
with respe t to edges of that level) for the rst time ; on that level insert a short ut
from to the two endpoints of this hain. In ea h step of the Dijkstra omputation
for a lo al query, then onsider only edges above a parti ular level (depending on the
e
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urrent eu lidean distan e from sour e and target), and make use of any available
short uts suitable for that level. This algorithm requires an additional 5 bytes per
node.
4.7. Multi-Level Grid. In our implementation as des ribed so far, there is
an obvious tradeo between the size of the grid and the per entage of lo al queries
whi h annot be pro essed via pre omputed distan es to transit nodes. For a very
oarse grid, say 64  64, the number of transit nodes, and hen e the table storing the
distan es between all pairs of transit nodes, would be very small, but the per entage
of lo al queries would be as large as 10 %. For a very ne grid, say 1024  1024,
the per entage of lo al queries is only 0.1 %, but now the number of transit nodes
is so large, that we an no longer store, let alone ompute, the distan es between
all pairs of transit nodes. Table 1 gives the exa t tradeo s, also with regard to
prepro essing time, for the US road network. The average query pro essing time
for the non-lo al queries is around 10 mi rose onds, independent of the grid size.2

jT j jT j  jT j/node avg. j j non-lo al prepro .
A

64  64
2 042
01
11 4 91.7% 498 min
128  128
7 426
11
11 4 97.4% 525 min
256  256
24 899
12 8
10 6 99.2% 638 min
512  512
89 382
164 6
9 7 99.8% 859 min
1 024  1 024 351 484
2 545 5
9 1 99.9% 964 min
Table 1. Number jT j of transit nodes, spa e onsumption of the
distan e table, average number j j of losest transit nodes per
ell, per entage of non-lo al queries (averaged over 100 000 random
queries), and prepro essing time to determine the set of transit
nodes for the US road network (ex luding the omputation of allpair distan es between transit nodes), TIGER version (see Se tion
5.2 for the di eren es to the DIMACS version).
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

A

To a hieve a small fra tion of lo al queries and a small number of transit nodes
at the same time, we employ a hierar hy of grids. We brie y des ribe the two-level
grid, whi h we used for our implementation. The generalization to an arbitrary
number of levels would be straightforward.
The rst level is an 128  128 grid, whi h we pre ompute as des ribed so far.
The se ond level is an 256  256 grid. For this ner grid, we ompute the set of
all transit nodes as des ribed, but we ompute and store distan es only between
those pairs whi h are lo al with respe t to the 128  128 grid. This is a fra tion of
about 1 200th of all the distan es, and an be omputed and stored in negligible
time and spa e via standard hashing. Note that in this simple approa h, the spa e
requirement for the individual levels simply add up. A more sophisti ated approa h
to multi-level transit node routing is des ribed in [1℄.
=

2A ording to our experiments, the bulk of the pro essing time for the non-lo al queries is
spent in step 2 (trying out all ombinations) of the pro edure des ribed in Se tion 4.4 and not in
step 1 (fet hing the relevant information for sour e and target node), that is, a hing e e ts do
not seem to play a dominant role here.
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Query pro essing with su h a hierar hy of grids is straightforward. In a rst
step, determine the oarsest grid with respe t to whi h sour e and target are at
least four grid ells apart in either horizontal or verti al dire tion. Then ompute
the shortest path using the transit nodes and distan es omputed for that grid, just
as des ribed in Se tions 4.4 and 4.5. If sour e and target are at most four grid ells
apart with respe t to even the nest grid, we have to resort to the spe ial algorithm
for lo al queries.
4.8. Redu ing the Spa e Further. As des ribed so far, for ea h level in
our grid hierar hy, we have to store the distan es from ea h node in the graph to
ea h of its losest transit nodes. For the US road network, the average number of
losest transit nodes per node is about 10, independent of the grid size, and most
distan es an be stored in two bytes. For a two-level grid, this gives about 40 bytes
per node.
To redu e this, we implemented the following additional heuristi . We observed
that it is not ne essary to store the distan es to the losest transit nodes for every
node in the network. Consider a simpli ation of the road network where hains of
degree 2 nodes are ontra ted to a single edge. In the remaining graph we greedily
ompute a vertex over, that is, we sele t a set of nodes su h that for every edge
at least one of its endpoints is a sele ted node. Using this strategy we determine
about a third of all nodes in the network to store distan es to their respe tive
losest transit nodes. Then, for the sour e/target node of a given query we rst
he k whether the node is ontained in the vertex over, if so we an pro eed as
before. If the node is not ontained in the vertex over, a simple lo al sear h along
hains of degree 2 nodes yields the desired distan es to the losest transit nodes.
The average number of distan es stored at a node redu es from 11 4 to 3 2 for the
128  128 grid of the US, without signi antly a e ting the query times3. The total
spa e onsumption of our grid data stru ture then de reases to 16 bytes per node.
v

:

:

5. Implementation and Experiments
5.1. Experimental results. We tested all our s hemes on the US road network, publi ally available via http://www. ensus.gov/geo/www/tiger. This is
an undire ted graph with 24 266 702 nodes and 29 049 043 edges, and an average
degree of 2.4. Edge lengths are travel times. We implemented our algorithms in
C++ ( ompiled with g 3.3.5 -O3) and ran all our experiments on a Dual Opteron
Ma hine with two 2.4 GHz pro essors, 8 GB of main memory, running Linux 2.6.14
(64 bit); only one pro essor was used. Table 2 gives a summary of our experimental results. Experiments on the DIMACS ben hmark olle tions and for other edge
lengths than travel time are provided in Se tion 5.2
TRANSIT a hieves an average query time of 12 mi rose onds for 99% of all
queries. Together with our simple algorithm for the lo al queries, des ribed in
Se tion 4.6, we get an average of 63 mi rose onds over all queries. This overall
average time ould be easily improved by employing a more sophisti ated algorithm,
e.g. the one from [15℄, for the lo al queries, however at the pri e of a larger spa e
;

;

;

;

3Observe that we do not have to perform twi e or four times the number of lookups in the

distan e table sin e the number of transit nodes for either s or t typi ally does not hange at all
(the transit nodes of nearby nodes are most of the time exa tly the same). Following the degree-2
hains and obtaining the distan es to the transit nodes osts no time ompared to the few hundred
table lookups.
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non-lo al (99%)
12 s

lo al (1%)
5112 s

all
63 s

prepro .
15 h

13

spa e/node
21 bytes

Average query time (in mi rose onds), prepro essing
time (in hours), and spa e onsumption (in bytes per node in addition to the original graph representation) for our new algorithm
TRANSIT, for the US road network, TIGER version (see Se tion
5.2 for the di eren es to the DIMACS version).

Table 2.

requirement and a more omplex implementation. The spa e onsumption of our
algorithm is 21 bytes per node, whi h omes from 16 bytes per node for the distan e
tables of the two grids (Se tion 4.7) plus 5 bytes per node for the edge levels and
short uts for the lo al queries (Se tion 4.6).
If we also output the edges along the shortest path, our average query pro essing
be omes about 5 millise onds (whi h happens to be the average pro essing time for
the lo al queries, too). This is still ompetitive with the pro essing times reported
in [15℄ and its losest ompetitors [14℄ [7℄ [8℄. All of these s hemes do not output
edges along the shortest path, though outputting a tual paths for these s hemes
would in ur mostly a slight penalty in terms of spa e.
Many previous works provided a gure that showed the dependen y of the
pro essing time of a query on the Dijkstra rank of that query, whi h is the number of
nodes Dijkstra's algorithm would have to settle for that query. The Dijkstra rank is
a fairly natural measure of the diÆ ulty of a query. For TRANSIT, query pro essing
times are essentially onstant for the non-lo al queries, be ause the number of
table lookups required varies little and is ompletely independent from the distan e
between sour e and target. Table 3 therefore gives details on whi h per entage of
the queries with a given Dijkstra rank are lo al. Note that for both the 128  128
grid and the 256  256 grid, all queries with a Dijkstra rank of 29 = 512 or less are
lo al, while all queries with Dijkstra rank above 221  2 000 000 are non-lo al.
;

grid size
128  128
256  256
grid size
128  128
256  256

 29

100%
100%

215
98%
84%

210
100%
99%

216
94%
65%

211
100%
99%

217
85%
36%

212
99%
99%

218
64%
12%

;

213
99%
97%

219
29%
1%

214
99%
94%

220  221
5%
0%
0%
0%

Table 3. Estimated fra tion of queries whi h are lo al with respe t to the given grid, for various ranges of Dijkstra ranks. The
estimate for the olumn labeled 2r is the average over 1000 random
queries with Dijkstra rank in the interval [2r 2r+1).
;
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5.2. Results for the DIMACS ben hmark data. We also ondu ted experiments with additional ben hmark data as provided by the DIMACS shortest
path hallenge website [5℄. We used the same kind of ma hine as spe i ed at the
beginning of the previous se tion. For the sake of omparability with the results of
other authors, Table 4 gives the results of the DIMACS ore ben hmark on su h a
ma hine.
Clearly, the eÆ a y of our grid-based approa h does not depend on the metri
used for omputing the shortest paths; that is, for a given road network and resolution of the grid { say 128  128 the fra tion of all queries that are onsidered
"long range" does not hange when varying the edge weights. What does hange,
though, is the number of transit nodes ne essary to provide orre t answers to
these long range queries. In parti ular, when the ost measure is hanged from
travel time along an edge to distan e along an edge or unit distan e, the property
of road networks to analize traÆ is weakened, hen e the number of transit nodes
ne essary for a ertain grid size in reases. Likewise the average number of losest
transit nodes per node in reases and hen e the query times; the in rease is more
pronoun ed for the distan e weights than for the unit weights. In our ben hmarks
for the additional datasets we restri ted to one level of transit nodes and only report the results for the non-lo al queries, whi h, for all the experiments in Table 5
and 6, were 97% of all queries.
Table 5 shows our results for di erent metri s and (sub)networks of the road
network of the US. The astute reader will noti e a di eren e in the number of
transit nodes as well as in the prepro essing and average query time between the
gures of Table 1 (TIGER data) and Table 5 (DIMACS data). This di eren e is
due to the fa t that the onversion from road types to speeds (and hen e travel
times) whi h we used for the TIGER data is di erent from the onversion used for
the DIMACS data. In our onversion the di eren e in speed between slow and fast
roads is more pronoun ed, and hen e the analizing property of the network with
our travel times is stronger (fast roads are even more attra tive). For the CTR
network with the distan e metri , the number of transit nodes for the 128  128
grid was too large, so we provided the results for a 64  64 grid instead.
Table 6 shows our results for the road network of Western Europe ( =
18 010 173, = 42 560 279)4. A parti ularity of this network is a number of
very slow ferry onne tions. Without spe ial treatment of the orresponding edges
(we tried a few heuristi s but then de ided to leave the data as is), the preproessing time goes up signi antly. This is so, be ause whenever one of the lo al
Dijkstra omputations in our transit node pre omputation (Se tion 4) has to settle
a node that an only be rea hed via a very long (slow) path, then almost all nodes
in the network will be settled in that omputation. Like this, the ferry onne tions
give rise to a signi ant number of very time- onsuming global Dijkstra omputations in our pre omputation. Note that the straightforward heuristi of splitting up
very long edges into many short edges does not solve this problem: there will still
be nodes whi h are geometri ally lose but with a very long shortest path between
them. In Table 6, note that the problem indeed does not o ur for unit edge lengths
(in whi h ase a ferry onne tion osts just as mu h as any other edge), and that
n

;

;

m

;

;

4We have onsidered an undire ted variant of this network where the edge weights of reverse
edges are equalized by taking the maximum of both sin e our urrent implementation does not
allow for dire ted edges.
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metri
graph #nodes #edges
time distan e
NY
264346 733846 59.47
62.09
321270 800172 66.08
72.17
BAY
COL
435666 1057066 96.44 100.48
FLA 1070376 2712798 238.27 257.97
NW 1207945 2840208 282.40 328.19
NE 1524453 3897636 407.42 457.07
CAL 1890815 4657742 469.54 544.74
LKS 2758119 6885658 731.10 836.44
E
3598623 8778114 1042.63 1241.10
6262104 15248146 1988.49 2401.79
W
CTR 14081816 34292496 8934.93 9906.62
Table 4. Query times (ms) for the DIMACS ore experiment
(Opteron 240, 2.4 GHz, Linux 2.6.14, g 3.3.5, 64bit)
it is worst for the travel time metri (relative to other edges, travel time along a
ferry onne tion is worse than distan e).
In general, the spa e-eÆ ien y of our approa h improves with growing network
size, the reason for that being that there is only little orrelation between the number of transit nodes ne essary for a 128  128 grid and the size of the respe tive road
network. In fa t the number of transit nodes an be even larger for subnetworks if
they exhibit a worse analizing property or the respe tive subnetwork overs more
area of the square grid area (as observed for some subnetworks of the US). For
amortizing the ost of storing the all-pairs distan e table over the transit nodes,
a large network size is bene ial. In parti ular, if the omplete road network of
the whole world was available, the per-node spa e requirement to store a transit
node data stru ture of the same granularity would be onsiderably lower than for
the US road network and still the same fra tion of queries ould be pro essed via a
few table lookups. In that ase one ould probably even a ord to reate and store
transit nodes based on a 512  512 grid whi h would resolve 99 8% of all queries by
fast table-lookups.
5.3. Graphi al User Interfa e. We have gone to quite some pain to implement a relatively omfortable graphi al user interfa e (GUI) for displaying our
road networks plus a number of additional elements. The GUI is implemented in
C++ using the gtkmm library, whi h gives instant response times for dragging and
zooming also for large road networks like that of the US. The GUI runs in its own
thread, so that user and redraw events an be interleaved with omputation and
other ode.
The GUI supports seamless dragging and zooming with the mouse (wheel), as
in tools like Google Maps. This is very onvenient for navigating in a large network
qui kly, but that was also the part that ost us the most work. The graph has to be
divided into relatively small hunks, and only those hunks must be drawn whi h
are a tually visible from the urrent perspe tive and position. Also, there have to
be priorities between edges, be ause always drawing all edges tends to lutter up
the display and is an eÆ ien y problem, too. The GUI also supports the drawing
:
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graph
USA
USA
USA
BAY
BAY
BAY
CAL
CAL
CAL
E
E
E
FLA
FLA
FLA
LKS
LKS
LKS
NE
NE
NE
NW
NW
NW
NY
NY
NY
W
W
W
CTR
CTR
CTR
COL
COL
COL

metri
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit
time
dist
unit

grid #tr.nodes losest query time
128x128
10 084
14
17.8 s
128x128
31 536
36
69.4 s
128x128
17 699
22
30.3 s
128x128
10 077
8
9.1 s
128x128
13 269
13
11.6 s
128x128
10 314
9
9.2 s
128x128
15 087
9
8.9 s
128x128
21 230
16
16.0 s
128x128
15 747
11
10.6 s
128x128
10 477
12
12.2 s
128x128
23 842
26
46.0 s
128x128
13 915
15
19.0 s
128x128
6 248
9
7.8 s
128x128
9 937
14
12.3 s
128x128
6 404
9
7.7 s
128x128
7 447
12
12.2 s
128x128
20 222
30
46.1 s
128x128
10 257
16
17.5 s
128x128
11 542
11
11.1 s
128x128
22 937
23
28.0 s
128x128
13 675
13
13.1 s
128x128
19 429
10
10.2 s
128x128
23 963
15
14.8 s
128x128
19 096
11
11.3 s
128x128
19 133
12
10.1 s
128x128
24 435
15
14.3 s
128x128
18 598
12
10.3 s
128x128
19 107
10
10.6 s
128x128
36 214
19
22.8 s
128x128
25 554
14
15.2 s
128x128
24 540
14
17.5 s
64x64
24 359
39
88.2 s
128x128
40 282
20
32.0 s
128x128
10 502
9
7.0 s
128x128
13 199
14
11.5 s
128x128
10 686
10
7.9 s

prepro .
7h
9h
9h
20 min
20 min
20 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
1h
2h
1h
10 min
10 min
10 min
30 min
1h
1h
20 min
40 min
25 min
30 min
35 min
25 min
10 min
15 min
10 min
2h
2h
1h
6h
12 h
7.5h
5 min
10 min
5 min

Table 5. Results for (sub)networks of the US road network with
three kinds of edge lengths: travel time, distan e along the orresponding road segment, and unit length.

of ustom obje ts, like ross hairs (to visualize important lo ations), arrows along
roads (to visualize something like edge signs), et .
6. Con lusions

Transit nodes are a simple, yet powerful idea: they redu e the shortest-path
omputation for all but a small fra tion of lo al queries to a few table lookups. In
this paper we have fo used on presenting this idea and giving a simple geometri
algorithm realizing it.
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graph
Europe
Europe
Europe
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metri grid #tr.nodes losest query time prepro .
time 128x128
10 394
14
13 s
58h
dist 128x128
20 126
38
56 s
29h
unit 128x128
7 708
14
12 s
17h

Results for the road network of Western Europe (undire ted, in luding ferry onne tions).

Table 6.

Figure 5.

S reenshot of our intera tive graphi al user interfa e.

The algorithms in this paper work for undire ted graphs. A generalization to
dire ted graphs is not trivial but feasible. During the onstru tion of the transit
nodes one would have to distinguish between "in oming transit nodes", i.e., transit
nodes that are visited by long paths ending in some node, and "outgoing transit
nodes", i.e., transit nodes that are visited by long paths starting in some node. This
an be taken are of by onsidering the reverse network during the onstru tion
step of the transit nodes. Of ourse, then the distan e table is also not symmetri
anymore and nodes would have to store "in oming" and "outgoing distan es" to
their losest transit nodes. The highway hierar hies from Sanders and S hultes, in
parti ular their ombination with the transit node idea [16℄, also work for dire ted
graphs.
A more diÆ ult open problem is how to design a data stru ture that yields
similarly fast query times as our data stru ture but at the same time allows dynami
hanges in the graph, like an in rease of a few edge lengths due to a traÆ jam.
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Two solutions have re ently been proposed in [3℄ and [17℄; however, these do not
a hieve the ultrafast pro essing times reported in this paper.
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